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Abstract 
In this paper partition problems into k independent sets or cliques of bounded size k’ are 
analyzed for several classes of graphs. We prove the computational complexity of both 
problems restricted to cographs, split graphs, bipartite graphs and interval graphs given genera1 
or constant k and k’. It is shown, that the assignment problem for operations in a branching 
flow graph to processors, each with a limit on the number of executable operations, equals the 
first problem restricted to cographs. In addition a job-assignment problem given intervals for 
each job and k machines, each executing at most k’ jobs, equals the first problem restricted to 
interval graphs. It is shown, that both problem are NP-complete. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper the problems to partition a given graph into a bounded number of 
cliques or independent sets of bounded size are studied. The motivation of this 
analysis of graph partition problems is given by practical problems. One application is 
an assignment problem of operations given in a flow graph to processors. A flow 
graph is an acyclic digraph with operation nodes and independent branching nodes 
where the operations are executed in a given time interval. Depending on the control 
of the branchings only a subset of all operations must be executed. For this flow 
graphs we identify the set of fork nodes by F, the set of join nodes by J and the set of 
operation nodes by Op. To allow a branch in the flow graph we give the edges 
e = (J u) going from the fork nodes ~EF away additionally a weight w,E{O, l}. 
Definition 1.1. Each branching flow graph can be represented recursively in the 
following form: 
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l A digraph D = ({u},@ with F = J = 8 and Op = {u} is a flow graph. 
l A digraph D = (V, E) given by the union of two disjoint flow graphs Di = (K, Ei), 
k{O, l} and by adding a subset of edges of the set 
which generates no cycle is a flow graph. 
l A digraph D = (V, E) given by the union of two disjoint flow graphs Di = (K,&), 
k{O, l}, a new fork node f, a new join node j and additionally edges 
((f, u) 1 VE K, di,(U) = 0} with weight i and edges { (u,j) 1 UE 6, &(u) = 0} for each i is 
a flow graph. 
In addition, there are execution times for the operations u given by intervals I, such 
that for each pair of operations u # w with directed path from u to w in the digraph 
and XEZ”, YEI,, x < y. 
We note that the constructed flow graph is acyclic and that the sizes of F and J are 
equal. Using the first graph operation each partial order can be constructed. The 
second operation constructs a branch with a fork nodefat the top and a join nodej at 
the bottom. We see also that each node in this digraph lies on a directed path fromfto 
j. Each flow graph has m pairs of fork and join nodes specified by the definition. Using 
such a pair we can divide the flow graph into different parts. Let V(f; j) be the vertices 
u lying on a directed path fromfto j, and let I$(J; j) be the operations in V(f, j) which 
can be reached over a i-weighted edge going away from the fork node f: Using a 
control function $: F --t (0, l} for the fork nodes, the set of executed operations for 
i,G is defined by 
For these flow graphs an incompatibility graph can be defined with an edge 
between two operations if they are executed at a common time slot and if they can be 
executed depending on the control of the branching nodes together. 
Definition 1.2. Two operations u, w of a flow graph are compatible, if one of next 
conditions is satisfied: 
0 I” n I, = 8. 
l there is no control function $ : F + (0, l} and (u, w} c Opti. 
In [S] it was shown that the incompatibility graphs can be classified as the 
intersection of a cograph and an interval graph and that the coloring problem 
restricted to these graphs remains NP-complete. Since compatible operations which 
can be assigned to the same processor form a clique in the complement graph, the 
problem of finding an assignment with a minimum number of processors is NP- 
complete. 
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If we have no branching nodes we get the interval graphs as incompatibility 
graphs and if all operations have unit-time length we get the cographs. For these 
graph classes there are linear time algorithms [4,9] for the coloring problem. But if 
we allow that only a given number of operations can be assigned to each processor, 
we get a coloring problem for cographs or interval graphs such that for each color, 
there are at most k’ operations with that color. A solution of this problem gives 
us an assignment such that each processor must execute only a bounded number 
of operations. 
For the interval graphs there is another application. Let T be a set of jobs with 
start-time s(t) and end-time e(t) of the execution and let M be a set of k machines. We 
search for an assignment ofjobs to machines where each job is executed by exactly one 
machine and where each machine can only execute one job at the same time. If each 
machine can execute only a bounded number of jobs we get the same coloring 
problem for interval graphs. 
If we have jobs with unit time-length equal one, a partial order P = (T, A) for the set 
ofjobs, m machines and a deadline D and if we ask for a m machine schedule for T that 
meets the deadline D and obeys the precedence constraints, we get the classical 
PRECEDENCE ONSTRAINED SCHEDULING problem. We can show that if the partial order 
is an interval order, we get the opposite partition problem into cliques, each clique 
with bounded size, restricted to interval graphs. 
2. Definition of the problem 
An important combinatorial problem is the coloring problem of an undirected 
graph G = (V, E). A k-coloring is a mapping f: V+ {I,..., k) with for all edges 
{u, w} l E,f(u) #f(w). A set U is called independent if each pair u, WE U with v # w is 
not connected by an edge. The k-coloring problem corresponds to the problem of 
finding a partition of the vertices into k independent sets. Karp [7] has shown that the 
coloring problem is NP-complete for general undirected graphs and up to this time no 
polynomial-time algorithm is known for this problem. 
However, the coloring problem becomes much easier, when we restrict the inputs to 
certain special graph classes. For example there are efficient algorithms for interval 
graphs [4], cographs [9] and split graphs [3]. 
A graph G = (V, E) is an interval graph, iff to each vertex DE V, a closed interval I, in 
the real line can be associated, such that for each pair of vertices u, UE V, u # U, 
{u, u} EE, if and only if I, n I, # 8. The complement G” of an interval graph G can be 
transitively oriented with (u, U)EA iff (xEZ”, YEI, + x < y). This orientation A induces 
a partial order P = (V, A). Partial orders obtained in this way are called interval 
orders. 
Cographs are graphs without a path of length four as induced subgraph [9]. These 
graphs can be generated by disjoint union and join operations on graphs starting with 
single-vertex graphs and can be represented about these operations. For graphs 
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Gi = (6, Ei) with VI n V, = 8 the union of G1 and G2, u (G,, G2) is given by 
(V, u V,,E, u E,). The join of G1 and G2, deoted by +(G1, G,) is obtained by first 
taking the union of G1 and G2, and then adding all edges (ul, v2 > with v+ L$. The join 
of three or more graphs G1 ,..., G, is obtained similarly: take the disjoint union, and 
add all edges between vertices in different graphs Gi, 
To each cograph G one can associate a corresponding rooted binary tree T, called 
a cotree of G, in the following way. Each nonleaf node in the tree is labeled with either 
u (union-nodes) or + (join nodes). Each nonleaf node has exactly two children. Each 
node of the cotree corresponds to a cograph and a leaf node to a single-vertex graph. 
We remark that the usual definition of cotrees allows for arbitrary degree of internal 
nodes. However, it is easy to see that both definitions have the same power and that 
arbitrary cotrees can be transformed to cotrees with two children per internal node. In 
[l] it is shown that one can decide in O(n + e) time, whether a graph is a cograph, and 
build a corresponding cotree. 
A graph G = (V, E) is called a bipartite if there is a partition of the vertices V into 
two disjoint set V,, & where the set of edges E forms a subset of ((0, w} 1 VE V,, WE b}. 
A graph G = (V, E) is a split graph if there is partition of the vertices V = U u C into 
an independent set U and a clique C. There is no restriction on edges between vertices 
of U and C. Another characterization of the split graphs is the condition that G and 
the complement G are both chordal graphs. A chordal graph can be represented by an 
intersection graph of a family of subtrees of a tree. Thus, each interval graph is 
chordal. 
For an overview to the coloring problem restricted to different graph classes, we 
refer to [IS]. In this paper, we consider two problems, related to the coloring problem. 
The first we consider, is the problem, given a graph G = (V, E), and two integers k, k’, 
to determine whether G can be partitioned into k independent sets of size at most k’. 
In other words, we search for a coloring of G with at most k colors, such that for each 
color, there are at most k’ vertices with that color. We call this problem PARTITION 
INTO BOUNDED INDEPENDENT SETS. We also consider this problem on the complement 
of G. Then it becomes the following problem. 
Problem: PARTITION INTO BOUNDED CLIQUES 
Input: Undirected graph G = (V, E), k, k’E N. 
Question: Is there a partition of V into cliques C1 ,..., Ck with j Cij < k’ for 
l<i<k? 
This problem is NP-complete, because it contains the problem PARTITION INTO 
CLIQUES [7]. We denote with x(G, k’) the minimum number of independent sets of size 
at most k’ that cover G and we denote with K(G, k’) the minimum number of cliques of 
size k’ that cover G. 
In this paper, we have analyzed the PARTITION INTO BOUNDED CLIQUES (INDEPEN- 
DENT SETS) problems for cographs, split graphs, bipartite graphs and interval 
graphs. 
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3. Cographs 
Since the complement of a cograph is again a cograph, the same results hold for the 
complexity of PARTITION INTO BOUNDED CLIQUES and PARTITION INTO BOUNDED INDEPEN- 
DENT SETS when restricted to cographs. 
Theorem 3.1. The problems PARTITION INTO BOUNDED CLIQUES (INDEPENDENT SETS) re- 
main NP-complete for cographs. 
Proof. We prove the result for PARTITION INTO BOUNDED CLIQUES. Clearly the problem 
is in NP. To prove NP-hardness, use a transformation from the BIN-PACKING problem 
to the PARTITION INTO BOUNDED CLIQUES problem on cographs. An instance of the 
bin-packing problem is given by numbers al,..., a,EN, by KEN bins and by a bin- 
capacity BEN with B > ai and K > 1. The question is to decide whether there exists 
a partition of the set { 1,. . ., r~} in sets II ,. . ., ZK with Cic, ai < B for each 1 d j < K. This 
problem is NP-complete, see [2]. We may assume &at the bin-capacity B is greater 
than the number n, because we can multiply the capacity B and the numbers ai with 
the value n and get an equivalent problem. 
For every number ai, we construct a graph G, in the following way. Take a com- 
plete graph with B. ai vertices, CB.O,, and take the union of this complete graph with 
K - 1 independent vertices. Let G, ,,,.,, (l. be the graph, obtained by taking the join of all 
G, (1 d i d n). We note that a maximal clique in this graph can be represented by an 
index set fc(l,..., n) such that the vertices of this clique are given by the B.ai vertices 
in G, for each iEZ and by one of the K - 1 independent vertices in G, for each i 4 I. 
Now we can prove the following equivalence. 
There is a partition II ,..., Ix of { 1,. . ., n} with Iis, ai < B for 1 6 j 6 K iff the graph 
G u,,...,a. has a partition into K cliques each of size gt most BZ - B + n. 
First suppose we have a partition II ,. .., I, of (l,...,n), with xiE1 ai < B for 
1 < j < K. We take for each index set Ii the corresponding clique Ci desciibed above. 
Then the cliques Cl,..., CK form a partition into cliques and the sizes lCjl can be 
bounded by 
,z B.ai + (n - IZjl) d B(B - 1) + n. 
Now, suppose we have a partition of G,,,,,,,, into cliques C1 ,. . ., CK such that each 
clique has at most B(B - 1) + n vertices. By the construction of the graph each clique 
Cj must be a maximal clique; otherwise, we cannot cover the whole graph. Therefore, 
the cliques Cj can be represented by their index sets Zj. Now take these index sets as 
solution of the bin packing problem. To prove that we obtain a correct solution of the 
bin packing problem in this way, consider the following inequality: 
ICj(=CB.ai+(n-(Zjl)<B(B-l)+n. 
IEI, 
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By using lljl < n < B we get 
Since the problems to partition into k cliques or independent sets of size at most k’ 
are NP-complete, we look at instances with constant k or k’. When k’ = 3 and 
k = I Vl/3, we get the problem PARTITION INTO TRIANGLES. For constant k’ we can use 
the recursive structure of the cograph. 
We consider vectors x = (xi ,. . ., xkf), where Xi gives the number of cliques of size i 
used for the cograph. We call such a vector x = (xi ,. . ., xk’) feasible with respect to G, if 
there is a partition of G into cliques where Xi cliques have size i for 1 < i < k’. For 
every graph G, let L(G) be the set of feasible vectors. We compute a partition into 
a minimum number of cliques of size at most k’ by computing sets L(G). If V = (u} 
then the set L(G) consists of one vector (LO,. . ., 0). The generation of these vector sets 
can be done recursively on the cograph. 
Lemma 3.2. Let G = (V, E) be a cograph. Zf G = u (G,, G2) then 
L(G) = {x + Y I ~~W,),YWG,)}. 
For G = +(G1, G,), zeL(G), ifand only ifthere exist xcL(G,), ~,EL(G,) and a mapping 
f:{(i,j)Ii,j>O, l~i+j<k’}-+NO,suchthat 
(1) C f (i, j) = xi, 1 < i < k’, 
jli+j<k’ 
(2) c f(i, j) = yj, 1 <j d k’, 
ili+j<k’ 
(3) ij,i~=hf(iJ)=ZhT l<h<k’. 
Proof. For the union the assertion is clear. For the join let xeL(G1) and yeL(G2) and 
let C 1,..., Ck be a partition into cliques of size at most k’. A clique in G of size k’ is 
given either by a clique of size k’ in G1 or G2 or is given by a clique of size i with 
1 6 i < k’ in one of both graphs and of size k’ - i in the other. For a clique of size less 
than k’ we have a similar representation. Using Xi for the numbers of cliques of size 
i we can describe an assignment of cliques in G1, G2 by such a mapping f: 0 
We note that we must only store k’ - 1 of the components of the vector, because the 
last component is given by the number of vertices and the other components. 
Therefore, only O(nk’-‘) vectors are possible for each cograph. 
Theorem 3.3. The problems PARTITIONINTOBOUNDEDCLIQUES(INDEPENDENTSETS) ofat 
most a constant size k’ can be computed in polynomial time. 
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Proof. We consider PARTITION INTO BOUNDEDCLIQUES; for the other problem PARTI- 
TION INTO BOUNDED INDEPENDENT SETS, consider the complement of the input graph. 
For every node of the cotree, we compute the set L(H), where H is the cograph, 
associated to the node. Note that the number of feasible vectors in a set L(G) is 
polynomial, for constant k’. The computation for the set L(G), when G is obtained by 
the union of Gi and G2, can be done in O(nZ’k’-‘)) steps, given the sets L(G,) and 
L(G,). Since the set {(i,j)Ii,jcI+4,, 1 < i + j < k’) has only a constant number 
(k' . k’ + 3k’)/2 < k’ . k’ + 1 of elements, for each vector pair x, y there are at most 
polynomial O(nk”k’+l) many feasible mappings5 Therefore, if G is obtained by the 
join of G1 and GZ, L(G) can be determined in polynomial, namely O@Z~‘(~‘+“- ‘) many 
steps. In this way, we can compute L(H) for every cograph H, associated with a node 
of the cotree. At the end, we can choose a feasible vector XEL(G) with a minimum 
number of cliques, i.e. with C:=, Xi minimum over all XEL(G). 0 
A similar approach we can use for the problems where the number of cliques k is 
constant. For these problems we describe partitions into cliques Cr ,. . ., Ck by the sizes 
I C, I,. . ., 1 Ckl and consider sequences of sizes instead of subsets of the vertices V. We 
call a sequence of sizesfeasible, if it corresponds to a partition. Since k is constant the 
number of different feasible sequences for a graph can be bounded by a polynom 
O(nk). Using that one component is given by the size I VI and the other components, 
we must store only O(nk-‘) se uences. Now we give a recursive formula for the sets q 
S(G) of feasible sequences and a cograph G. If V = {u} then S(G) = {l}. Let 0 denote 
the concatenation of two sequences and let e(s) denote the length of a sequence s. 
Given a sequence swith e(s) < k we denote with S the sequence of length k, obtained 
from s by adding zero or more zeros at the end of the sequence s. 
Lemma 3.4. Let G = (V, E) be a cograph and let k be a positive integer. If 
G = u (G,, G2) then 
S(G) = {t = so s’ 1 sd(G,), s’d(G,), t(t) Q k}. 
IfG = +(Gl,G2) then 
S(G) = {wl + u l***wk + uk 1 W = ~,sES(G~), teS(G,), Wi + Ui < k’for 1 < i < k, 
and u is a permutation oft}. 
Proof. For the union the assertion is clear. Let us consider the disjoint join of two 
graphs Gi = (6, El). Let Cl ,..., Ck, and C; ,..., CL2 be partitions of G1 and G2 into 
cliques with I Gil, 1 Cl I < k’ and with kl, k2 < k. By adding to the collections Cr ,. . ., Ck,, 
and C;,..., Cl2 a number of empty sets, we can assume that kl = k2 = k. Now for every 
permutation rc of (l,..., k), we have that Cl u C&,,,...,C, u C&k) is a partition of 
G into cliques. If the sizes are bounded by k’ we get a solution of S(G). 
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For the other direction let C 1,. . ., Ch be a partition into h < k cliques of size 
) Gil < k’. By intersection of these cliques with vertices V, and 6 we get partitions of 
G1 and G2 with the properties described above. 0 
Theorem 3.5. The problems PARTITION INTO K BOUNDED CLIQUES (INDEPENDENT SETS) of 
size at most k’ with constant k can be solved in polynomial time for cographs. 
Proof. We use that each set S(G) contains at most O(nk-‘) sequences. Compute 
for each node of the cotree the set S(H) with H the cograph corresponding 
to that node, after these sets have been computed for the children of the node. 
From Lemma 3.4 it follows that these computations cost at most O(k. k! * n2(k-1)) 
time. Hence, the total time for the algorithm is bounded by 0(n2(k-1)+1) time, given 
a constant k. 0 
4. Split graphs 
In this section we consider the problem PARTITION INTO BOUNDED CLIQUES for split 
graphs. The same results hold for PARTITION INTO BOUNDED INDEPENDENT SETS for split 
graphs, as the complement of a split graph is again a split graph. We transform the 
problem to a covering problem, which may - at first sight - seem a hard problem. 
However, we show that it can be solved efficiently, using a maximum flow algorithm. 
We use the following problem. 
Problem: P1. 
Input: Sets S1 ,..., &c(l)..., n},L’,hEN. 
Question: DO there exist subsets Ai c Si with 1 Ail < 4 and 1 u y! 1 Ai 1 2 h? 
Lemma 4.1. The problem PARTITION INTO BOUNDED cLIQuEs for split graphs is equivalent 
to PI. 
Proof. Consider the vertices UiE U of the independent set and the neighbors T(Ui) c C. 
Define n = (Cl, m = IUI, Si = {jl vjEI’(ui)} for ie{l,...,m}. Note that each clique can 
contain at most one vertex in U. An optimal solution of the partitioning problem is 
obtained by finding the largest h for which this instance of P, has a solution, and then 
taking cliques {Ui} u Ai of one vertex in U and at most k’ - 1 vertices in C. The 
remaining vertices in C’ can be covered in an optimal way. 
It is not hard to see, that the construction above can be reversed. Hence, a solution 
of the partitioning problem on split graphs can also be transformed to a solution 
OfP,. cl 
Lemma 4.2. Problem PI can be solved in polynomial time. 
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Proof. Define the following digraph: 
D=({S,t}u{Si )...) S,}U{l)...) n}, 
((S,Si)ll G i<m} U {(j,t)ll <.i<n} U {(Si,j)I jESi}), 
with capacities 0 < c(s,&) 6 min(ISl,e), 0 < c(Si, j),c( j,t) < 1. Then a maximum 
flow in this digraph corresponds with the largest h, for which Pi has a solution. 0 
Theorem 4.3. The problems PARTITION INTO BOUNDED CLIQUES (INDEPENDENT SETS) for 
split-graphs can be solued in polynomial time using a max jlow algorithm. 
5. Bipartite graphs 
Cliques in a bipartite graph have at most the size two and therefore the problem 
PARTITION INTO BOUNDED CLIQUES can be solved in polynomial time using a matching 
algorithm. But for independent sets the situation is more difficult. 
Theorem 5.1. The problem PARTITION INTO THREE BOUNDED INDEPENDENT SETS remains 
NP-complete for bipartite graphs. 
Proof. We give a transformation from CLIQUE to this partition problem on bi- 
partite graphs. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and k > 5. We assume that the number of 
edges is bounded by: 1 E) < 1 T/I + k(k - 2). It is not hard to see that CLIQUE remains 
NP-complete under this restriction. To prove this, take the graph G’ = (V u V’, E), 
obtained from G by adding a disjoint set of isolated vertices V’ with I VI = I E I. Then 
G’ has a clique of size k iff G has a clique of size k and ) E(G’)I = I El -c I VI + I E I + 
k(k - 2) = I V(G’)I + k(k - 2). 
Suppose we have a graph G = (I’, E) with I E) < I VI + k(k - 2). We define a bi- 
partite graph Gs = (Vi u V2, EB) with Vi = Vu A, V, = E u B. The number of 
vertices in A is I VI - 2k + (k(k - 1))/2 and the number of vertices in B is I VI + 
k(k - 2) - IEl. Since we have the inequalities IEl < I VI + k(k - 2) and k > 5 the 
number of vertices in A and B are positive. As edges we take all pairs {a, v2}, (ul, b > 
with aeA, beB and Ui~~ and for an edge e = (v,w}~E we take {u,e) and {w,e}. 
Now we can prove the following equivalence: G has a clique of size k iff Gs has 
a partition into three independent sets of size k’ = I VI - k + (k(k - 1))/2. 
Let C be a clique of size k and let Ec be the edges with both endpoints in C. Define 
as independent sets: Ui = A u C, U2 = (V\C) u Ec and U3 = B u (E\ E,). The 
union of these sets are the vertices of the bipartite graph and the sizes of the 
independent sets are I U1 I = I U2 ( = I U3 I = k’. 
Now let V, = U1 u U2 u U3 be a partition into independent sets where each 
independent set is bounded by k’. Since the number of vertices equals 3k’, all 
independent sets must have the same size k’. At first consider the set A. If the set A is 
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distributed in two different sets U1 and U,, the vertices in B and E must lie in the last 
set U3. Since the size 1 U, 1 2 II31 + 1 El = k’ + (k(k - 1))/2 > k’ is too large in this 
case, the set A is a subset of one of the independent sets. The same can be proved for B. 
W.1.o.g. assume AC U1 and Bc U3. To get k’ independent vertices in U1 and U, we 
can only add k vertices from V to U1 and I E I - (k(k - 1))/2 vertices from E to U,. The 
remaining vertices from V and from E must form the independent set U,. Define the 
set C as the k vertices from I/ in U1. Then this set forms a clique of the graph G. 
Otherwise U, cannot be independent. 0 
Nowweanalysetheproblem PARTITIONINTOBOUNDEDINDEPENDENTSETS ofatmost 
constant size k’. 
Lemma 5.2. Let G = (V,E) be a bipartite graph with partition V = VI u V,, 
Ec{{vI,o,}Ioi~~} and let a=IVIImod(k’)+IVzImod(k’) and b=(IV,l+ 
I V, I - a)/k’. Then we get 
1 
= b for a = 0, 
X(G, k’) E{b + 1, b + 2) for 0 c a < k’, 
=b+2 otherwise. 
If exactly one of the terms 1 KI mod(k’) = 0, we get x(G, k’) = b + 1. 
Proof. We get the assertion by using the following inequality for a bipartite graph 
The first inequality is satisfied for each graph if we replace I V, ) + I V, I by I VI. The 
second holds, because we can cover both independent sets K with at most rl VJ/k’l 
independent sets of size k’. 0 
Now we consider the case that a = I VI I mod(k’) + I V, I mod(k’) = k’. In this case we 
need either (I VI 1 + I V, 1)/k’ independent sets of size k’ or one set more. The other cases 
with 0 < a Q k’ can be transformed by adding some isolated vertices to this problem. 
We must decide whether x(G, k’) = b + 1 or x(G, k’) = b + 2, (with b as in Lemma 
5.2). We transform this decision problem to a problem of finding a sequence of 
independent sets in G. For example we get b + 1 if we have an independent set 
U = U1 u U, with Ui c K and I Vi] = ) VI mod(k’). But in general it is possible to have 
several independent sets which eliminate the overhanging I 61 mod(k’) in both sides. 
Lemma 5.3. Let G = (V, E) be a bipartite graph with partition V = VI u V,, 
E~{{u~,Y,)Iu~E~} andleta=IVIV,(mod(k’)+IV,lmod(k’)=k’. 
Then X-G, k’) = (I VI 1 + I Vz 1)/k’ if and only if there is a sequence oft > 0 pairwise 
disjoint independent sets Uol,,b, = Uai u U,& of size k’ which satisjies the following 
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conditions: 
(1) U~,C VI, 0 < IV,,1 = ai < k’, 
(2) U~,C Vz, 0 < IUb,l = bi < k’, 
(3) mod(k’) = 1 V, 1 mod(k’), 
(4) mod(k’) = 1 V, I mod(k’). 
Proof. By simple calculation. 0 
We can omit condition (4), as it follows from conditions (l)-(3), because all 
independent sets have size k’ and because I VI ) mod(k’) + I V2 Imod(k’) = k’. 
Theorem5.4. Theproblem PARTITIONINTOBOUNDEDINDEPENDENTSETSO~ sizeatmostk’ 
with constant k’ can be solved in polynomial time for bipartite graphs. 
Proof. By using of Lemma 5.3. We search for sequences of independent sets of size k’ 
with the given conditions. We can show at first that the length t of these sequences can 
be bounded by k’ - 1. 
Consider c = I VI I mod(k’) > 0 and sequences oft pairwise disjoint independent sets 
Uo,,bi of size k’ with (C:= 1 ai) mod(k’) = c. We must only consider sequences where no 
subsequence satisfies these conditions. Using this fact the values (cf’= 1 ai)mod(k’) 
with 1 < t’ 6 t must all be different and must lie between 1 and k’ - 1. Therefore, we 
can bound t by k’ - 1. 
Since the values Ui~{ l,..., k’ - l} we have only a constant number of these se- 
quences which we must consider. For each such sequence al. ..a, we can test in 
polynomial time whether G has such a sequence of disjoint independent sets, because 
the size of these sets can be bounded by the constant (k’ - l)k’- ‘. 0 
6. Interval graphs 
In this section we show that the problem PARTITIONINTOBOUNDEDCLIQUES can be 
solved in linear time. For the other problem we can show the NP-completeness even if 
the sizes of independent sets are bounded by a constant. At first we give a relation 
between interval orders and interval graphs. This relation can be used for the problem 
PARTITION INTOBOUNDEDCLIQUES. 
Lemma 6.1. Let G = (V, E) be an interval graph, let P = (V, A) be the corresponding 
interval order and let k, k’EN. Then the following equivalence is satis$ed: 
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There is a partition of G into k cliques of size at most k’ @there is a feasible schedule of 
P with unit-times which needs at most k’ machines and k time steps. 
Proof. Let Cl,..., Ck be a partition of G into cliques with 1 Gil < k’. For each clique 
Ci there is at least one point x on the real line with XE~)“~,_~ I,. We assume that the 
cliques are ordered according to these points on the real line. Define T(u) = i if V~Ci. 
We now prove that T gives a feasible schedule. Let u, WE V with (u, w)EA. Since the 
interval I, lies on the left side of I, the corresponding cliques Ci with VECi and Cj with 
weCj satisfy i < j and therefore we have T(u) = i L f = T(w). The number of vertices 
at each time step is less or equal k’ and the number of steps is k. 
Now let T: V+ {l,..., k} be a feasible schedule where for each 1 < i d k we have 
l(ul T(u) = i>l < k’. Define Ci = {u I T(u) = i}. If Ci is not a clique there are vertices 
u, WEC~ with {u, w} $ E. This means that the intervals I, n I, = 8. Therefore I, lies to 
the left or to the right side of I,. In both cases we have an arc in P and hence, we have 
not a feasible schedule. Therefore, each set Ci is a clique and we get a partition into 
k cliques with I Ci I < k’. 0 
Theorem 6.2. The problem PARTITION INTO BOUNDED CLIQUES can be solved in linear time 
for interval graphs. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 6.1 and solve the scheduling problem for interval orders using 
a linear-time algorithm by Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [8]. 0 
In contrast to the partition problem with cliques we get another result for indepen- 
dent sets. 
Theorem 6.3. The problem PARTITION INTO BOUNDED INDEPENDENT SETS remains NP- 
complete for interval graphs. 
Proof. We can use basically the same transformation as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
(Use that the complement of G,,,,.,,, is an interval graph.) Cl 
For the problem with constant number k of independent sets we can use the same 
approach as for the cographs. A partition U1 ,. . ., U,, with h < k for an interval graph 
can be identified with a sequence of sizes I U1(,..., (U,,l and the last endpoint 
xi = maxOEu, max(Z,) on the real line for each set Ui. Using dynamic programming we 
can generate all feasible sequences. 
Theorem 6.4. Giuen a constant k the problem PARTITION INTO K BOUNDED INDEPENDENT 
SETS, each of size at most k’ can be soloed in polynomial time for interval graphs. 
Thecomplexityof PARTITIONINTOBOUNDEDINDEPENDENTSETS each ofsizeatmost k’ 
is open for k’ = 3. This problem (for k’ = 3) contains the problem PARTITION INTO 
TRIANGLES for the complement of interval graphs (namely when k = ( V1/3). 
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Fig. 1. Example for the transformation. 
Theorem 6.5. The problem PARTITION INTO BOUNDED INDEPENDENT SETS each of size at 
most four remains NP-complete for interval graphs. 
Proof. We give a transformation from NUMERICAL 3-DIMENsIoNAL MATCHING [2] to the 
partition problem. An instance of numerical 3-dimensional matching is given by 
disjoint sets W, X and Y each containing m elements, a size s(a)E N for each element 
aE W u X u Y and a bound Z such that Copw,_ xv ys(a) = mZ. The question is to 
decide whether W u X u Y can be partitioned into m disjoint sets Ai such that each 
Ai contains exactly one element from each of W, X and Y and such that for 1 < i d m, 
1 I oeA s(a) = Z. This problem remains NP-complete if we require that s(a) < Z/2 for all 
aE W u X u Y. This can be proved by transforming the original problem in one 
where this assumption holds, by adding the value Z to each aE W u X u Y and by 
setting Z’ = 42. 
Now we give the construction of a set of intervals. The interval graph that is 
modeled by this set of intervals forms the instance for the partition problem. Write 
w= {WI,..., w,,,}, X = {x1 ,..., x,} and Y = {yl ,..., y,}. 
1. take for each WiE W an interval ai = [0, Wi]. 
2. take for each WiE W, XjEX an interval bi,j = [wi + 1, wi + xj + (jZ)]. 
3. take for each Xj~X, ykE Y an interval Cj,k = [(j + 1)z - yk + l,(m + 1)z + k]. 
4. take for each 1 < k < m an interval dk = [(m + l)Z + k + l,(m + 3)Z f 11. 
5. take for each WiE W (m - 1) intervals ei,L = [l, wi] and (m - 1) intervals 
f;,c = CO,Ol. 
6. take for each 1 d j < m (m - 1) intervals g,,( = [(j + l)Z, (m + 3)Z + l] and 
(m - 1) intervals hj,, = [0, jZ]. 
7. take for each 1 < k < m (m - 1) intervals pk,( = [(m + l)Z + k + l,(m + 3)Z] 
and qk,d = [(m + 3)Z + l,(m + 3)Z + 11. 
We give an example in Fig. 1. In this example, we have w 1 = 1, w2 = 2, x1 = 1, 
x2 = 1, y, = 2, y2 = 3 and Z = 5, m = 2. 
Denote the set of all intervals ai (1 < i < m) by A. In a similar way, define sets B, C, 
D, E, F, G, H, P, Q; each of these sets contains all intervals denoted with the same 
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letter. At first let us consider which sets of vertices form a clique. These are 
A u F u H, A u E u H, B u H, C u G, P u G u D and P u Q u D and some other 
which depend on the instance. We note that each independent set in the interval graph 
has size at most five. 
ThesizesofthesetsareIAI=IDI=m,IB(=ICI=m’andtheothersetsE,F,G,H, 
P, Q have size m(m - 1). In total, this are 8mZ - 4m vertices. We consider the problem 
to partition the interval graph, corresponding to the set of intervals into 2mZ - m 
independent sets of size at most four. Note that each independent set must have size 
exactly four. 
Let hczH and consider an independent set U of size four which contains h. Then the 
only possibility is to choose one vertex ceC, one vertex PEP and one vertex ~EQ for 
the set U. For a vertex geG and an independent U which contains g we can only take 
one vertex DEB, one vertex eeE and one vertexfE F. If we delete these vertices, we have 
only m elements of A, B, C and D. 
We now study ‘cuts’ between two sets of vertices in the interval graph. Consider the 
following cuts: 
(1) A u E and B, 
(2) Bu H and Cu G, 
(3) C and Pu D. 
We consider first the last of these three cuts. We see that the sizes I Cl and I P u D I 
are equal to m2. Since G has m2 - m vertices and since C u G and P u D u G are 
cliques, we must choose for the m2 independent sets one vertex of C and one of P u D. 
Now we prove that for each VerteX cj,k there iS a Vertex pk,&P or a Vertex dkED such 
that both are together in one of the independent sets. This means that there is no 
independent set U with {cj,k,pk’,t} c U or {cj,k, dk’} c U if k # k’. Assume that this iS 
not the case. We have m2 independent sets where each contains exactly one element of 
C and one of P or D. Let cj,k a vertex with minimum k which lies in an independent set 
with a vertex pk’,! or dk’ for k # k’. If k > k’ the intervals overlap and therefore this case 
is not possible. But if k < k’, the vertices with second index less than k are correctly 
connected. Therefore, at least one of the vertices in (pk,c I 1 6 8 < m - l} u {dk} ImISt 
be connected to a vertex cj*,k" with k” > k. Since the corresponding intervals overlap, 
we get a contradiction. 
Let us consider the second cut with B u H on the left and with C u G on the right 
side. Since we have 2m2 - m vertices in both sets, and since both sets are cliques, each 
independent sets must have one element from B u H and one from C u G. We see 
that Wi + Xj + jZ < (j + l)Z and that the interval cj,k with left endpoint 
(j + l)Z - yk + 1 intersect with hj + ,,(. Therefore, we have the same situation as 
above and can prove in similar way that there is no independent set U with 
{b,j, cjs,k} c U or with (bi,j, gj,,/} t U or with {/I~,/, cY,~} c U for j Zj’. 
For the first cut A u E and B we get with the same argument hat only vertices Of Ui, 
ei,c are together with vertices !J,~,~ if Wi = wi.. It is possible to swap elements between 
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independent sets, such that each ai and each ei,( lies in an independent set together 
with one bi,j. 
From this analyse of cuts, we have that we may assume that the independent sets 
contain pairs of intervals, illustrated in the following table. In other words, there is for 
example no independent set which contains (ai, bis,c> or {et,,, bi*,f’} for i # i’. 
First interval Second Interval 
ai or f?i,_ 
b-,j or hj,_ 
c-,k 
bi, - 
Cj,- or gj,- 
dk Or Pk. -. 
Now consider the interval graph after deleting all independent sets U which contain 
hE H or gE G. We now have m independent sets Vi which cover the vertices in A, D and 
the remaining vertices in B, C. Using that each gj,_ is connected to one b_,j and that 
each hj, _ is connected to one cj, _ we have for each j exactly one vertex b _ ,j in the rest 
of B and one cj,_ in the rest of C. Therefore, each independent set Ui has the form 
vi = {ai, bi,j,cj,k, &}a 
NOW we can prove that there is a partition of W u X u Y into sets Ai with exactly 
one element of W, X and Y and with COEAi s(a) = 2 iff the constructed interval graph 
has a partition into 2m2 - m independent sets of size at most four. 
Let Ui,..., Uz,,,2 _ ,,, be such a partition. From the analyse above, it follows that we 
may assume w.1.o.g. the first m independent sets have the form Ui = {ai, bi,j,cj,k,dk} 
such that the sets { jl bi,jEUi, 1 < i < m}, {k) Cj,kE ui, 1 < i < m} are equal to 
{l,..., m}. Using that Ui is an independent set, we have wi + xj + jZ < (j + l)Z - 
yk + 1 and therefore we get Wi + Xj + yk < Z. Since each index appears exactly once, 
we have 
Therefore, Wi + Xj + yk = Z and the sets Ai = {Wi,Xj, yk} given by the intervals 
Ui solve the matching problem. 
TO prove the equivalence in other direction, let Ai = {Wi,Xj,yk} be the sets with 
c 1 aoA s(a) = Z. As the first m sets we choose 
vi = (4, bi,j, cj,k,dk}. 
The interval ai lies on the left side to bi,j and the interval dk lies on the right side to Cj,k. 
TO prove that bi,j lies on the left side to Cj,k we compare the right endpoint of bi,j and 
the left endpoint of Cj,k. Using that Wi -I- Xj i- yk = Z, we get Wi -I- Xj -I- (jz) <Z 
(j + l)Z - yk + 1. Therefore, the set Vi is independent. 
Let B’cB be the set of vertices which are not covered and construct iteratively 
independent sets. Let bi,jEB’. Then take vertices ei,L,f;.d,gj,c, which are not covered 
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Table 1 
Complexity for bounded clique partition 
Graph class General Constant k Constant k’ 
cographs NPc P P 
split graphs P P P 
bipartite graphs P P P 
interval graphs P P P 
Table 2 
Complexity for bounded independent set partition 
Graph class General Constant k Constant k’ 
cographs 
split graphs 
bipartite graphs 
interval graphs 
NPc P P 
P P P 
NPc NPc P 
NPc P NPc (k’ 2 4) 
and put them together in one set U. Clearly, this set is independent. The construction 
is correct, because ach index i and j appears only (m - 1) times in B’. Now consider 
the set C’c C of vertices which are not covered and construct in a similar way 
independent sets. For these take for each Cj,kEC’ vertices hj,c,pk,C’, qk,[’ which are not 
covered. After these steps all vertices are covered and we have 2m2 - m independent 
sets. 0 
7. Conclusion and applications 
In Tables 1 and 2 we give an overview about the results for the problems PARTITION 
INTOKBOUNDEDCLIQUES and PARTITIONINTOKBOUNDEDINDEPENDENTSETS~~~~ ofsize 
at most k’. An entry NPc means that the problem is NP-complete and an entry P that 
the problem can be solved in polynomial time. The complexity of PARTITION INTO 
BOUNDED INDEPENDENT SETS is open for interval graphs for k’ = 3. 
We conclude the paper with the complexity of the applications mentioned in the 
introduction. The first problem we consider is to find an assignment of operations in 
a branching flow graph to a minimum number of processors. 
Theorem 7.1. The problem to decide whether there is an assignment of the unit-time 
operations in a branching flow graph to k processors where each processor can only 
execute at most k’ operations is NP-complete. If one of the integers k or k’ is constant, 
the problem can be solved in polynomial time. 
We get also a consequence for the job-assignment problem where each machine has 
a limit of licences. 
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Theorem 7.2. Given a set T of jobs with interval times and k machines, where each 
machine can execute only k’ jobs. The problem to find an assignment of the jobs to the 
machines, where each machine executes at most one job per time, is NP-complete even for 
constant k’. It can be solved in polynomial time if the integer k is constant. 
Note. The results we obtain for split graphs were also proved by Lone (1991). 
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